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CLASSIFYING MAPS IN FIBERINGS

OF HOMOGENEOUS BOUNDED DOMAINS

SOJI KANEYUKI

ABSTRACT.   A homogeneous bounded domain in C"  admits a structure

of a fiber space whose base and fibers are homogeneous bounded domains.

For such a fibering there exists a universal fiber space with the same fibers,

which plays an analogous role as a universal bundle does in topology.  A

sufficient condition is given in order that the canonical map of the base of

the fibering into the classifying domain is injective.  Some applications of it

are also given.

It is known by Pjateckii-Sapiro [4] that a homogeneous bounded domain

D    admits a structure of a holomorphic fiber space over a homogeneous

bounded domain D2 with another homogeneous bounded domain D j  as a

standard fiber in such a way that the group of fiber-preserving holomorphic

automorphisms is transitive on D  .  Such a fibering is called a homogeneous

fibering of D_. The universal and the classifying domains for a given homo-

geneous fibering are constructed also in [4] (see also [2]). In this note we

give a sufficient condition (P) in terms of the Lie algebra of the automor-

phism group of DQ  in order that the classifying map of D, into the classify-

ing domain is injective.  The condition (P) is satisfied for the case where

DQ is an irreducible bounded symmetric domain.  We consider also under

what conditions a given fibering Dfl —>D2  is itself the  universal fibering.

Throughout this note we will employ basic terminologies and techniques in

[4] and [2].

1.  We recall notations in [4] and [2].  Let {t , j, oj\ be a normal /-alge-

bra.  Then  t.  has a structure of a graded Lie algebra  tQ = t   +t   + t '

such that  t   = /t , ;'t        = t and there exists an element  r £ t    satis-

fying  [ja, r\ — a tot all  a £ t   .   This decomposition is called the canonical

decomposition of  t.  In the sequel we put  t   = R, t   '    = W.   Let.R =

^l<i<k<pR* • iR = Sl<z' <k<p'Rlk  and  W = ^l<i<pW* be the decomposi-

tions into root spaces, where  R" is one dimensional.  The element r can

be uniquely written as  r=S(< .(   r. (r. £ R"). Let  {i/z,, ... , iff A be the

dual base of the base  \jrv . . . , jr A of S^R".   Then the subspaces  Rlk,

jRl- , W  ate the root spaces corresponding to the roots  (iff. + if/,)/2,
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id/. — d/,)/2 and  <p./2 respectively.   Every root of  t is one of the above ones.

Note that the root spaces are the common eigenspaces of the operators

ad jrk (1 < k <p).

Let  tj  be a  /-ideal of   tQ.  Putting  hix, y) - coi\_jx, y]) + icoiix, y])

ix, y £ tQ), h is a positive definite hermitian form, and the orthogonal com-

plement   t-  of  t,   with respect to  h is a  /-subalgebra; we have the decom-

position

(1) tQ= t1+ t2.

Let  t. = jR . + R . + W.  (z = 1, 2) be the canonical decomposition.  It is

known that [/R, + R,, tj = 0  and  [t2,  W,] C W x.   Let   3 be the universal

/-algebra of  t|   in the sense of [2],  Then we have the decomposition

(2) 3 = V3'

where   2 is the classifying j-algebra of t,  which is not only a semisimple

/-subalgebra of  3, but a subalgebra of  a/iXWx).  The adjoint representation  A

of  t    on  W.   is a /-homomorphism of  t    into &,  which is called the class-

ifying  j-homomorphism.   A is naturally extended to a  /-homomorphism  A   of

t    into   3 in such a way that A|t    is the identity.

Dl
Let  D.   be a homogeneous bounded domain, D      —-Da homogeneous

fibering, and   t.  (z = 0, 1, 2)  be the Iwasawa /-algebra of D ..   Then   t. is

normal.  It is known [4] that t. (resp. tA can be chosen to be a  /-ideal

(resp. /-subalgebra) of   t     and that the decomposition (1) holds.  Let  D  and

D(8) be the homogeneous bounded domains corresponding to   3 and 8, which

are called the universal and the classifying domains of D., respectively.   D

has a structure of a fiber space over  D(8)   with fibers isomorphic to  D x.   We

have the following commutative diagram [2]

DQ-^D

770 n

D2^Di%)

where 77„ and 77 are the natural projections, and p and fi are the holomor-

phic maps induced by A and A respectively. Note that D(8) is a bounded

symmetric domain.

2.  Again  consider  the decompositions  of R, jR and W into root spaces as

in  §1.   Then, from the arguments in [4, pp. 65, 70—71]  and the uniqueness

of canonical decompositions [l], it follows that
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Rl=        y       Rik, W1=     Z     Wi+ Z (Rik + ]Rik),

l<i<k<p1 HiiP1 \<i<p1;pl+l<k<p

(3)
r2=      y     R*     w2=     y   w\

p1+l<i<k<p pl+l<i<p

In the following, the indices a, /S, y,....   run through  1.pv and fiQ,

X, u, v, • • •   through p j + 1,..., p.

Lemma L  Let R' = 2a    R^ and Uf = £aWa.   Then, for a, b £ R2,

u £ W2 we have

ija, W] = 0,       [ja, R']CR',       [ja, JR'] C jR',

lb, jR'] CR',       [u, W] CR',       [u, jR'] C W'.

Proof.  Let a = 2    ya     , a      £ R^v, and let u £ Wa.  If p4 v, we have

[ja    , u] = 0, since (iff   - iffv)/2 + rfijl is never a root. On the other hand

[jr . u] = iffa(jr)u/2 = 0, which implies [;'«    , zz] = 0.  Thus [/a, W'] = 0.

The sum (i/f   - iftJ/2 + (ipa + iff ̂  )/2 is a root if and only if A = v, or /z =

v. We have then [ja„v, R     ] C R ^ or R     , according as A = v or /z = v.

This proves [/zz, R ] C /? .   Other relations are analogously proved.

We now introduce the following condition (P);

for the subspace  R' = 2        Ra^  there exists an index
i c a ,u.

(P)
a (1 < a <pA such that  Ra^ 4 (0) for each p (p l + 1 < p < p).

Using its realization as a Siegel domain [5], [6], we can verify that (P) is

satisfied for the Iwasawa  /'-algebra   tQ   of an irreducible bounded symmetric

domain and each nontrivial /'-ideal  t,.

Lemma A [3].   For x £ jRik  (i < k)  and z £ Uk = Wk + lk<l(jRkl + Rkl),

we have

h([x, z], [x, z]) = Xh(x, x)h(z, z),

where X is a nonzero constant.

In Lemmas 2—4 we assume condition (P).

Lemma 2.  // [ja, jR1] = 0, a £ R2, then a = 0.

Proof.  Put ja = ^a<vjanvi auv e R^V•   By (P) we can choose a non-

zero element jx        £ jRa^°, /xn  being an arbitrarily fixed index.  From tbe

hypothesis we have
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0 = [ja, ix       ] =    y   [ja       , jx       ]

Hence we have [ja    v, jx      ] = 0 iv> p) and [/a        , /x      ] = 0. Since^ P-Qv        apQ r0 ,1^        a^0

iau.  v e U     > we have, from Lemma A, ja        = 0.  On the other hand

= /Wa + ^0X/V0))xaMn + fa 1*ap.} = -«/*.Mo'

from which [/« , /x      ] = 0 implies  a = 0.  So we have  a     . = 0

(v > pA. p0 being arbitrary, we get a - 0.

Using Lemma A, we have analogously:

Lemma 3.  // [u, jR'] = 0, u £ W2, then u = 0.

Lemma 4.  // [b, jR\ = 0, b £ R2, then b = 0.

Proof.  Let  b - ^•u<vl>uvi b      e P^ •   By (P)  we can choose a nonzero

element jx £ R^°, zjn   being arbitrarily fixed.   Then, from the hypothesis,

0 = [6, 7x        ]=     V   [i        , jx        ] +    V   [£>        , /x       ]

+ ib , jx        ].

So we get [b^ v, jxafM ] = 0  (v > /i0) and [b^ ^ , jx^ ] = 0. Using Lemma

A  and an argument similar to that in Lemma 2, we conclude  b        — 0

0/ > ftQ).  pn  being arbitrary, b = 0.

Proposition 1.  Lei1  t     be a normal j-algebra and tj   a nontrivial j-

ideal of t.   and  t   = X., + t     be the decomposition (1).  Suppose condition

(P) z's satisfied for t     aW  t„   Then the classifying j-homomorphism A o/

t2  z'zzro   2 z's infective.

Proof.  Take an element x = ja + b + u £ t2  ia, b £ R2, u £ W2), and

suppose [x, W.] = 0.  Then, by (3) we have

[/«. W] + [/zz,  «'] + [ja, jR'] + [6, //?'] + [zz,  W'] + U jR'] = 0.

Therefore, by Lemma 1 we have

[ja, /R'] = 0,       [zz, /«'] = 0,       [ja, R'] + [b, jR'] + [u, W] = 0.

In view of Lemmas 2—4, we get  x = 0.
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Theorem 1.  Let D    —. D2  be a homogeneous fibering of a homogeneous

bounded domain DQ.   // condition (P)  is satisfied for the Iwasawa j-algebra

tQ  of DQ, then the classifying map  (i of D2   into  D(@>)   is injective, in

particular, p. is a holomorphic imbedding.

Proof.  We will first recall the definition of p [2], Let T2 be the sim-

ply connected Lie group corresponding to  t2.  D(&)  is represented as the

coset space S/K, where  5 is a connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is

8 and K is the (compact) isotropy subgroup at a point in D(8).   The homo-

morphism A of t2 into  8 is extended to a homomorphism of T2 into S,

which is denoted again by A.  Since T2 acts on D2 simply transitively,

y £ D 2  is uniquely written as y = t ' o, where  t £ T2 and o is a fixed

point of D 2.  Then fi is defined by p(y) = X(t)K.  Take two points y, y   £ D2

and let y = / • o, y   = t    ' o (t, t   £ T2). Suppose p(y) = p(y ).  Then

A(z*~  t ) £ K.  On the other hand A(T2) is R-triangular [2] and K is compact,

so A(z~  t ) is the identity.  By Proposition 1, A is injective, since A(T2)

is simply connected, and so  y — y . It is obvious that  ft is a holomorphic

imbedding.

As was remarked before, condition (P) holds when £>    is irreducible

symmetric. So we have

Corollary.  Let DQ  be an irreducible bounded symmetric domain.   Then,

for any nontrivial homogeneous fibering of DQ, the classifying map  p. is a

holomorphic imbedding.

Theorem 2.   Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, DQ   is itself the uni-

versal domain of D.  provided that dim D2 = dim D(8).

Proof. p(D2) is the A(T2)-orbit of the origin of D(&) = S/K.   From the

fact that  p. is an imbedding (Theorem 1) and dim D 2 = dim D(8), it follows

that p(D2) is open in  D(@>).   Since  D(8)   is connected homogeneous

Kahlerian, /z(D2) must coincide with  D(2)..  So the  R-triangular subalgebra

X(t2) is a maximal  R-triangular subalgebra of  3.   Therefore the subalgebra

tg = t, + A(t2) is seen to be an Iwasawa  /'-algebra of D [2\.  So  A   is a

/'-isomorphism of  t    onto   tq, which implies that D.   is holomorphically

isomorphic to D.

Remark.  The following facts are verified by using Theorem 2 and [5]:

A classical domain  D.   of type I is universal if and only if the fiber  D.

is not isomorphic to a unit open ball.  A classical domain DQ  of type II or

III is always universal, while that of type IV is never universal if dim D.

> 3.
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